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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a likelihood approach to population samples of microsatellite alleles.A Markov
and T A Vis applied
~
to estimate the likelichain recursion method previously publishedby GRIFFITHS
hood function under different models
of microsatellite evolution. The method presented can be applied
to estimate a fundamental population genetics parameter 8 as well as parameters of the mutational
model. The new likelihood estimator providesa better estimator of 8 in terms of the mean square error
than previous approaches. Furthermore, it is demonstrated how the method may easily be applied to
test models of microsatellite evolution. In particular it is shown how to compare a one-step model of
microsatellite evolution toa multi-step model by a likelihood ratio test.

M

ICROSATELLITEloci havereceived a lotof attention in recent years because of their use as polymorphic DNA markers. The use of microsatellites extend from linkage mapping (TODD et al. 1991) to
studies concerning population structure and demography ( DEKAet al. 1991) , and reconstruction of evolutionary trees ( BOWCOCK
et al. 1994). The theoretical
tools for analysisof microsatellites are based on the
work ofOHTA and & M U M ( 1973),WEHRHAHN ( 1975),
and MORAN(1975) concerningelectrophoretic alleles.
DEKAet al. (1991 ) suggested that the evolution of microsatellites could be described by the same mathematical tools as applied in the descriptionof electrophoretic
alleles since the mutational process of both approximately conforms to a one-step mutation model, i e . , a
model including only mutations to neighboring states.
For the purpose of modeling a change in the electrophoretic mobility in a model of electrophoretic alleles
corresponds to a change in allele size in a model of
microsatellite evolution. Assuming this mutational
model and a Wright-Fisher model of evolution it is possible to obtain measures of the expected heterozygosity
( OHTAand KIMURA 1973), the variance in allele size
( MORAN1975) and the expected distance between alleles within and between populations ( GOLDSTEIN et al.
1995; SLATKIN1995). These measures havesubsequently been applied to obtain estimators of the divergence between populations ( GOLDSTEIN
et al. ( 1995),
1995) and 8 = 4Nep
population subdivision ( SLATKIN
(four times the effective population size times the mutaet al. 1993). Theestimators are typition rate) ( VALDES
cally unbiased moment estimators but are not
sufficient
statistics for the relevant parameters. For example, since
the variance in allele size is equal to 0 / 2 ( WEHRHAHN
1975) , we estimate 8 by two times the estimate of the

variance of allele size. However, the variance in allele
size does not contain all of the information in the sample regarding 8.
Another theoretical problem has been how to test
the one-step mutation modeland compare it with other
models using data from populationsamples. DI RIENZO
et al. (1994) performed extensive simulations to compare the observed heterozygosity in samples from the
Sardinian human population with the heterozygosity
predicted under theone-step mutation modelgiven the
observed variance in allele size. On the basis of these
simulations they were able to reject the one-step mutation model. Simulations have alsobeen appliedby DEKA
et al. ( 1991) and SHRIVER
et al. ( 1993) to compare a
one-step mutation model with other models. However,
there is no rigorous statistical framework in which different models of microsatellite evolution can be directly
compared.
The aim of this article is to provide a statistical framework for the analysisof microsatellite loci. It will be
shown how to cast the problem in a likelihood framework and how to evaluate the likelihood function based
GRIFFITHS
and TAVAIU?
onthepioneering
workof
(1994a). Some properties of the maximum likelihood
estimator of 0 will be evaluated, and it will be demonstrated how to test hypotheses regarding microsatellite
evolution in a likelihood framework. Specifically it will
be demonstrated how to compare a one-step mutation
model with a multistep mutation model.
METHODS AND RESULTS
The aim of this section is to develop a method for estimating 8 by maximumlikelihoodfor a population sample of
microsatellite alleles. To do this we assume a neutral coalescent model with Wright-Fisher sampling between generations
( s e e f o r e x a m p l e T ~ v ~ 1 9 8 4 ) . L e t (v n=l , % , % , ..., n l )
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be a vector containing the observed data from a population
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sample with a difference of 1 - 1 repeats between the smallest
and the largest allele, and n1 copies of the smallest allele, %
copies of the second smallest allele and so forth. This coding
of the datais convenient because only the relative and not the
absolute allele size is relevant in the contextof most common
models of-microsatellite evolution.
The sampling probability provides the likelihood function
2.39 of the
of 6, i.e., L ( 8 ) = P ( v f 0 ) .To evaluate L ( 6 ) , a model
mutation process must beadopted. For example, the common
one-step mutation modelis given by a symmetric random walk
onthe integers, i.p., amutationdecreases
thenumber of
repeats by one with probability
and increases therepeat
number by one with probability
Applying this modelthe
likelihood function can be calculated directly for small samples.
OHTA and KIMURA (1973)andWEHRHAHN(1975) obtained an expression forthe probability that a randomly
drawn gene is m repeats larger than another randomly drawn
gene. I will rederive this result using coalescence theory and,
as an example, show how it provides the likelihood function
for a sample of size two ( n = 2 ) . T h e coalescence time between the two genes is exponentially distributed with mean
1 and the conditional number of mutations on each lineage
is Poisson distributed with mean % t / 2 .The joint distribution
of the number of mutations increasing repeat size (MI) and
the number of mutations decreasing repeat size ( M 2 )along
both branches in the
underlying coalescent treefor two genes
is found by integrating over the coalescence time ( t ) in the
underlying genealogy.

P ( MI =

m I ,

My = m2)

Therefore, the probability that a randomly drawn gene is m
repeats larger than another randomly drawn gene is

which is a series of a type often occurring in connection with
random walks (see, for example, DWASS1967). It equals
[(l

+ 0 - d l + 20)/8]”’
KT-%

So for n = 2 , the likelihood function [ L(0),] is given by

L ( O ) , = 2P2(m) if m > 0

and

~ ( 0 =) 1 /~d l

+ 20

i f m = 0.

(3)

Similar expressions can be obtained for n > 2 by integrating
over all coalescence times and summing over all topologies
of the gene genealogy. However, the resulting expressions
become very difficult to evaluate even for moderate sample
sizes despite the simplicity of the mutational process.
One simplification that can be made is to limit the values
v can take. We may assume that themutational process follows
a symmetric random walkwith k states and with reflecting
barriers.Constraints onthenumber
of repeats have preet al. ( 1995). In effect
viously been assumed by GOLDSTEIN
such a model becomes a kallele model.
The advantage of this
model is that the effect of introducing the barriers can be
reduced arbitrarily by letting k become large while it allows

TABLE I
Mean squared error
MSE variance-based
estimator
estimator
n = 10

n = 50
n = 100

2.37
2.00
1.15

MSE maximumlikelihood

(0)
1.13
1.23

the model to be treated in the theoretical framework of kallele models. However, it is still not possible to obtain an
analytical result for the likelihood function for the k-allele
model but q( v) can be estimatedby a Markov chain recursion
approach described by GRIFFITHS
and TAV& ( 1994a). The
GRIFFITHS
and TAV& method is discussed in APPENDIX A in
the context of models of microsatellite evolution. In short,
the method evaluates the likelihood function by representing
q ( v )as the expected value of a functionalof a Markov process
run backward in time on coalescent trees. q( v ) is then evaluated as an average in repeated simulations. The entire likelihood function can be evaluated for many values of 0 in one
series of simulations by running the simulations using a reasonable value of 8, &, while evaluating the likelihood function
for many values of 0.
Applying this method, good estimates of q ( v) can be obtained for realistic sample sizes in minutes. Computing time
is greatly reduced for this model in comparison with other kallele models because the potential number of transitions in
the Markov chain is considerably reduced under theone-step
mutation model.
Evaluation of theestimator: Theperformance of the
method forestimating 0 when twice the variance in allele size
is used for 0,)is evaluated in Table 1. For each value of n , 1000
data sets were generated by traditional coalescent simulations
(HUDSON 1990) and for
each data set 100,000 runs through
the Markov chain were performed. The true value of 0 was
set to 1.0. A model with 100 alleles and reflection boundaries
was assumed. The boundarieswere very rarely hit andincreasing the number of alleles to 200 in some sample cases had
no detectable effect. The results of the simulations are evaluated in terms of the estimated mean squared error (MSE)
and the performance of the method is compared to the MSE
of the variance-based estimator.
It would be expected that the maximum likelihood estimator performs best for large samples. This is true for n = 50.
However, in the case of n = 100, the variance-based estimator
performs slightly better. n! fact, the MSEis higher for n =
100 than for n = 50 for 8. The reason for this high MSE is
the increase in variance introduced by the limited number of
runs (100,000). Obviously, 0 is a superior estimator only if a
sufficient number of runs have been performed. More runs
through the Markov chain were not performed because of
constraints on the computational resources. In estimation on
real data the standard deviation in the estimate may be used
to assess if the number of runs performed is sufficient ( GRIFFITHS and TAVA&1994a).
Hypothesis testing: One of the great advantages of casting
the analysis of microsatellite data in a likelihood framework
is chat it becomes easy to test specified hypotheses regarding
microsatellite evolution. For example, one can easily test if
the mutation rate differs between loci. Since the likelihood
values obtained for each locus are multiplicative (assuming
free recombination), thelikelihood function for the two loci
(with parameters 0, and 0 2 , respectively) is simply described
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L ( 4 ,82)

=

TABLE 2

L,(8l)L,(&),

Likelihood values

under the assumption that the rates differ in the two loci and

L(0) = LI(Q)Lr(B),
model
if the rates are assumed to be the same. In other words, the
likelihood function and the resulting maximum likelihood
estimate are obtained simply by multiplying the likelihood
values for the two loci. The hypothesis 8, = O2 = 8 may therefore be tested by a likelihood ratio test with test statistic

which under the null hypothesis is x : distributed for large
samples. This approximation assumes that the estimator is
consistent. Consistency implies that the estimate converges to
the true value of the parameter as the sample size goes to
infinity. However, for 12-allele models, the maximum likelihood estimator may not be consistent. Only a finite number
of alleles exist and, therefore, there is a natural limit to the
amount of information it is possible to obtain about themutation parameter. However, in infinite allele models, mutations
to new alleles at the tip of the genealogy will introduce more
information about the mutation parameter
as the sample size
increases. Estimators based on infinite allele models will
therefore be consistent. In our case a model with infinitely
many alleles (the stepwise mutation model) is approximated
by a k-allele model. However, the effect of using the 12-allele
approximation is minimal since the boundaries are
very rarely
hit. Therefore, itis safe to conclude that the
likelihood estimator, for all practical purposes, has the same properties as an
estimator based directly on the stepwise mutation model.
Above, the likelihood method was applied to estimate 8.
However, the same method may be applied to estimate other
parameters of the mutation model. By modifying ( 4 ) to include other mutational models, such models can be directly
compared by evaluation of the likelihood function.
An important question that has been raised in numerous
studies is the fit of the one-step model. An obvious solution to
this problem is to compare theone-step model to a multistep
model by a likelihood ratio test. To gain as much power as
possible in such a test, a multistep modelwith only one parameter more than the one-step model should be applied. For
example, multistep mutations may occur with probability q
and one step mutations with probability 1 - q. If the maximumlength of multistepmutations is setto 10 and all
multistep mutations are assumed to be equally likely, then
the mutation matrix P has the following entries:

(q/l8

p,=

t

ifi=j52,3,. .

(1 - q)/2

.

,10

ifi=j? 1

0 else,
when i and j are not close to the boundaries.This model can
be regarded as a generic model of multi-step mutations used
for hypothesis testing.
Applying this mutation model, one may apply the likelihood ratio

which for large samples is x : distributed under the null hypothesis that q = 0.
Applications: The method for testing the one-step mutation model discussed above was applied on a data set pub-

One-step
model

e
GlOC
GlOL
GlOP
GlOM

3.9
4.6
7.6
4.4

-27.8
-32.5
-40.7
-34.8

Multistep

e

Q

I(@, 4)

3.9
2.3
4.3
3.0

0.0
0.10
0.08
0.12

-27.8
-28.3
-37.5
-33.6

lished in CMGHEAD et al. (1995) of microsatellites in the
arctic grizzly bear. Data from four loci each containing data
from 152 individuals (304 gene copies) were applied. The
results of the analysis is reported in Table 2. For each locus,
the estimates are based on 3,000,000 runs. Combining the
likelihoodfunctions for the four
loci under the one-step
model provides an estimate of 8 = 4.5 and I ( @ ) = -93.7.
The likelihood ratio

provides a test statistic for the hypothesis that the rate is the
same in all four loci. Under the null hypothesis, this value
should be approximatelyx : distributed and we conclude that
to the degree a one-step model is an appropriate description
of the evolution in these loci, we cannot reject the hypothesis
of constant rate. The assumption of a one-step model is the
next hypothesis that will be tested.
For the for loci -2 log [ L ( Q q, = O ) ] / [ L ( e Q)]
, is 0, 8.4,
6.4 and 2.4, respectively. The one-step model can therefore
be rejected at the 5% level in favor of a multistep model in
two out of four cases. This suggest that a simple one-step
mutation model is not sufficient to describe the data in these
particular loci. However, it does not necessarily imply the
acceptance of the multistep mutation model. Other factors
may contribute to the high likelihood ratio values such as
fluctuating population size, selection and population subdivision. The test shares this feature with many other methods
commonly applied in population genetic analysis. However,
the presentsamples are obtained fromwhat apparently is one
interbreeding population. Furthermore, there appear to be
no evidence for a recent population expansion in the grizzly
bear: in fact, the grizzly bear is more likely to have experienced a declining population size (ALBERT et al. 1987). The
analysis therefore suggests that multistep mutations may be
of importance in the evolution of the analyzed microsatellite
loci although otherexplanations for the rejection of the onestep mutation model may be difficult to rule out. The rejection of a onestep mutation model is also in accordance with
the results of simulation studies on human loci (Dr RIENZO
et al. 1994) .

DISCUSSION

The analysis of microsatellites in a likelihood frameworkhasmany advantages. 0 and parameters of the
mutational model may easily be estimated and the estimation of these parameters leads directly to a framework for testing hypotheses regarding microsatellite
evolution. In this paper it has been shown how several
hypotheses that previously were difficult or impossible
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to test can now easily be tested in a likelihood framework. In particular, the presented method was used to
compare models of the mutational process. This type
ofanalysis can easily be extended to include effects
of the boundaries, more categories of mutations, and
biased mutation rates toward smaller or larger allele
sizes. However, the method may also be generalized to
include different demographic processes and multiple
loci. The most obvious applications include estimation
of rates of recombination between several loci, tests of
changing population size and analyses of population
subdivision. The case of varying population size has
already beenimplementedforthegeneralkallele
model by GRIFFITHS
and TAVAR@
( 1 9 9 4 ~ )This
.
new
likelihood approach provides ageneralframework
for analysis of microsatellite
population
samples
that should be applicable in most studies
involving
populationsamples of microsatellites. A computer
program performing the estimation procedures mentioned in the article
is available from the author at
http// :mw51l.biol.berkeley.edu/ software.htm1.
I thank M. SIATKINand W. J. EWENSfor comments and discussion.
I thank S. TAVAR~ for
discussion and many helpful commenu on the
manuscript and for pointing out the problem of consistency in kallele models. This work was supported in part by National Institutes
of Health grant GM40282 to M. SI"4TKIN and by a personal grant to
R.N. from the Danish Research Council.
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APPENDIX A

It is possible to write down a recursion for the probability of observing a given sample by considering the
underlying genealogy of the sample and summing over
all possible previous states looking back in time. This
type of recursion has previously been applied by HUDSON and KAPLAN (1986) and GNFFITHSand T A V ~
(1994b) among others. It is obtained by conditioning
on the last event occurring before the present either
being a mutation or a coalescence. Then, the sample
probability q ( v) is given by the sum over all possible
previous states of the probability of being in that state
multiplied by the transition probability from that state
to the present state ( GRIFFITHS
and T A V M 1994a).
Under the one step mutation model we get

where et is a unit vector that adds 1 from entry i in v.
This recursion is easy to derive by realizing that O/ ( n
19 - 1 ) is the probability that the last event before
the present is a mutation given that either a mutation
or a coalescent event happened, ( n - 1 ) / ( n + 8 - 1 )
is the probability that a coalescent event happened
given that either a mutation or coalescent happened,
( n,
1) / n is the probability that a mutation occurred
from allele i given that a mutation occurred, and ( nl
- 1) / ( n - 1) is the probability that two genes of state
j coalesced given that a coalescent occurred. One-half
is the probability that a mutation occurred from state
i to state j given that a mutation from state i occurred,
e.g., it isYth entry of the mutation matrix ( P ) with
entries
if j = i ? 1 and 0 in all other cases.

+

+
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GRIFFITHSand TAV& ( 1994b) havedevised
a
method for evaluating likelihood functions based on
recursions such as (A1 ) . First note that (A1 ) has the
form

c q(x)r,,

q(y) =

(A2)

where r, is the kernel in the recursion and A is the set
of all states from which y can be obtained in one step.
In principal a recursion such as ( A 2 ) can be evaluated
by successively iterating the recursion until an expression is obtained thatonly contains terms for which q ( x)
can be directly evaluated. In this manner

cv q ( x ) r x v+ c r x l y ( z A
+ c rx2( c (.lsr
c q(x)rxxJ)+
v
X€

X,€

v

cv q ( x ) P y x f (x, y )
+ c P,S,f( x1 y ) ( c q ( X ) P X l x x,
f(
v
+ c eJ(
y) c P . x , f (
x2)

x€

XI)

9

x€ A

X,€

x2,

v

( 2

].

(A6)

+ e, -

( n ,- 1 )
from v to v - el. Then,

f ( x, y )

= f ( v) =

(e),

=

J ; ( X ~ - I xi)
,

j=l

The last step is simply to choose some appropriate transition probabilities to define the Markov chain. Following the general case described for the k-allele models
by GRIFFITHS
and TAVARC( 1994a),we can establish the
following chain for the one-step mutation model: Let

(A3)

" - 7

where Vis the set of values of x for which q ( x) can be
directly evaluated. For example, in the case ofmicrosatellites under the one-step mutation model, we could
imagine iterating (A2) and hopethat after many iterations only terms of L
would be left. This approach
would be feasible under an infinite sites model under
which one may only loose alleles when going back in
time. However, under a k-allele model or a stepwise
mutationmodel, new alleles may actually be gained
when going back in time, because mutations to previously existing alleles are allowed. Consequently, the
recursion cannot in practice be evaluated directly by
iteration. Instead, the method
of GRIFFITHS
and TAV&
( 1994a) and GRIFFITHS
and TAV& ( 1994b) can be
applied. In this method only some of the paths through
the recursion are evaluated. These paths are chosenby
defining a Markov chain going back in time with state
space given by (A2) and with transition probabilities
Pyxthat are positive when r, in (A2) is positive. Next,
we define a new function f ( x, y) = rxv/Pyx.Now (A3)
can be rewritten as

q(y)

q(x) ~

x€A

slEA

X2E

[

be the probability of a transitions from v to v
el and

q(x)rsx,)

=

1
f
N

l=]

x€ A

q(y)

Therefore, by simulating the Markov chain Ntimesq ( y )
can be estimated as

XI,

(SIEA

q ( x ) P x l S f ( x x,]))

+

* *

- . (A4)

Therefore, if 7 is the random number
of states the
chain passes through before hitting a state in V, and 5
is the jth state the chain passes through, we see that

I9

2n(n

+e

-

1)

We can now evaluate the likelihood function by simply
performing simulations of this Markov chain while evaluatingf( v) , until only two copies of the gene is left in
the sample. Then (A6) provides an estimate of the
likelihood for a particular value of 19.
The computational time may be large when applying
this approach. One of the reasons for this is that many
runs through the Markov chain effectively do not contribute anything to thelikelihood value (some genealogies with mutation have very small probability). These
are runs where very many mutations have occurred because the Markov chain has followed a less probable
path. Computational time can be greatly reduced by
truncating such runs. It was found empirically that runs
could be stopped safely when more than the expectation plus four times the standard deviation in the number of mutations have occurred, that is, more than
n--l 1
e c 7 + 4

i=l

Jy
eC:+tq,

for all explored values of 0 and n.
As shown by GRIFFITHS
and TAV& (1994a), computational time can be further reduced when evaluating
the entire likelihood surface because q( v) can be estimated for multiple values of 6 simultaneously. This can
be done by using a plausible value of I9 to drive the
simulations ( 00) and then for each value of 8 evaluate
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if the last event when simulating the Markov chain was
a coalescence and

if the last event was a mutation. However, a reasonable
value of 8 (8,) is needed to drive the simulations. When
the difference between 8, and the evaluated value of 8
increases so does the variance in the estimate. Fortunately, a reasonable value ofBo can be obtained
by using
the variance-based estimator of 8. A sample likelihood
surface is shown in Figure A l . In these simulations the
size ofthe state space was set to 100 and thedistribution
of allele classes was centered around 50. Changing the
size of the state space from 100 to 200 did not have any
observable effect on the estimation of L ( 6 ) for the
values of 8 and n explored in this paper. Notice how
the performance of the method dependson the choice
of 8,. However, alsonotice how well the true likelihood
function is estimated in this particular example when
the value obtained by the variance-based estimator is
used for 8,.
The methodcan also easilybe appliedto other mutational models such as ( 6 ) by modifymg the recursion
(A1 ) appropriately. Likewise,just as the full likelihood
surface for 8 can be evaluated in one set of simulations
driven by a specific value of0
so can many values
of the parameters in the mutational model be evaluated
simultaneously by choosing one mutation matrix (PO)
to run the simulations and evaluating ( P,,i)/ P o (Ei) ) f(v)
instead o f f ( v) for each value of 8, if the last event was
a mutation from state i to state j ( P ( v )is ijth entry of

(e,),

6e-4 $

1

0

62

4

8

10

0
FIGUREAI.-The likelihood surface for a random simulated sample ( 0 = 5.0) for a sample size of n = 10. The
values for the true likelihood are obtained by evaluating the
likelihood for each value of 0 independently. The confidence
intervals are obtained as 2 twice the standard deviation in
the estimate. The variance based estimate of 0 is 3.3. Notice
that the likelihood function obtained for Bo = 3.3 in all cases
is within the confidence values obtained when the likelihood
value has been estimated independently for each point.

P ) . This greatly reduces computational time. Expressions for L ( e ) , for other mutational models may be
obtained by the method of O'BRIEN ( 1982) .

